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About This Content
The wonderfully scenic Hokkaido region, by Partner Programme developer Union Workshop, brings the coastal Hidaka Main
Line to life!
In 1913, the Tomakomai Light Railway opened a 2 ft 6 in gauge rail line between Tomakomai and Tomikawa, running along the
south coast of Hokkaido, Japan’s second largest island. Additionally, there was also a line between Tomikawa and Shizunai,
operated by the Hidaka Takushoku Railway.
In 1927, both railway companies were nationalised to form the Hidaka Line, and from 1929 until 1931, the now-unitary coastal
route was re-laid using the more commonly used 3 ft 6 in “Cape” gauge. Further developments would continue, such as the
extension of the line to Hidaka-mitsuishi in 1933 and the eventual terminus at Samani in 1937.
The Hidaka Main Line was first and foremost a passenger route, linking the nearby towns and communities together with both
local, rapid, and even regional services. Every May, a special ‘tourist train’ was timetabled as a through connection with the
Chitose Line.
The line was never a bustling one, it was not that sort of railway and it needn’t be, single diesel railcars formed the backbone of
the Hidaka Main Line – including the bespoke KiHa 130 Series. The small fleet of 11 KiHa 130 DMUs were built to replace the
older KiHa 40s, and started work on the Hidaka Main Line in 1988.
While the passenger life on the KiHa 130s was a peaceful one, the job of the driver was two-fold; not only did they have to
drive the services, they were also in charge of selling tickets and the passengers’ welfare. Called the ‘one-man train’, working the
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Hidaka Main Line is the ultimate example of Driver Only Operation!
While capable of transporting the handful of passengers, and keeping to timetable, the KiHa 130 fleet was short-lived.
Accelerated wear and tear from the salty, coastal, corrosive atmosphere, took its toll on the 130s, and before long they were not
up to scratch. The irony being, that when the KiHa 130 fleet was forced into early retirement between 2000 and 2001, it was the
KiHa 40s that once again took charge.
In its heyday, the Hidaka Main Line stretched across over 146 km of coastline, however that all changed in 2015 when a storm,
and later a tornado, devastated the line; severing it beyond Atsuga. To put a stopper on disruption, JR Hokkaido put a bus
service in place between Mukawa and Samani, with the railway now only active between Mukawa and Tomakomai. With
passenger numbers so low in the first place, any thought of repairing the line and reinstating a full service has been abandoned.
While a shadow of its former self, the line still offers spectacular Japanese coastal views, sedate operations through fields of
green, and a peaceful ambience as you trundle by. Union Workshop brings the Hidaka Main Line to Train Simulator as it is
today, starting at Tomakomai and ending at Hidaka-mombetsu, not far from where the line is severed. In a mix-of-era approach,
they are also reviving the KiHa 130 DMU, and driving this tiny railcar will be a most unique experience for even the wellpractised of drivers!

Included Scenarios
The Hidaka Main Line: Tomakomai - Hidaka-Mombetsu Route Add-on includes seven challenging career scenarios for the
route:

Your first day on Hidaka Main Line
The Spring of the Northland
Mr. Driver, Take Her to Sea
Expect the unexpected
Winter storm
Shuttle train
Time to Say Goodbye
More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out now!
Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features
51km long scenic coastal route from Tomakomai to Hidaka-Mombetsu
Includes the KiHa 130 Diesel Multiple Unit
Detailed cab and passenger view
Manually-controlled gearbox
Automatic working cabin fans animation in summer season
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ATS-S onboard safety system
Seven challenging career scenarios for the route
Quick Drive compatible
Download Size: 369.8 MB
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Cosmic Dust & Rust is a game where you build your spaceship and defeat the enemies each stage, where you also fight a boss or
mini boss at the end.
This game features a couple of different weapons you can choose from to add to your ship. There's also upgrades and other side
quests you can do to increase your money and resources that supply the add-ons and upgrades for your ship. The gameplay is
okay. Aside from your weapons autofiring at the enemy ships, you control one main turret to fire at the ships as well.
I haven't gotten very far, but it looks like there aren't too many levels, just about 6 of them. Other than that, I don't feel that
anyone should put any money towards this game, there's just not too much to play with.. Here's the short of it:
-The game's cheap, and that's fine
-It's fun at first, but becomes nearly impossible
-No more dev support (They're kinda rude and underhanded, really.)
-Don't buy it, I'm sure you can better spend the money on Bloons TD5 or some♥♥♥♥♥♥

The game is cheap, and that's fine, and it's interesting for the first 5 levels. On the 6th and final level, however, it's pretty much
broken. Only through a ton of perseverance, and a little luck, would it be possible to find the solution to the level. And that's not
very fun, having to play the same thing over and over. The idea and initial practice of it is pretty enjoyable, and I really did like
it up to the sixth level. But after that it's just a bother to keep playing. As another note, the developer doesn't seem to be
interested in fixing this game in any way. Apparently somebody did find a way to finish this game, and complained that it was
too short in their review. Instead of adding to the game to give it more content and encourage more people to buy it, they
lowered the price and bumped up the difficulty of the last level, and then argued about why a game could be enjoyable and only
last 1.5 hours. That's pretty disrespectful to the customer, in my opinion. I'm gonna try my hand until I get my last card drop,
and that's all I'm gonna try for. It's a shame that this game had to go wrong so soon.. Highly recommended for hardcore RPG
Simulation Players. So many side quests based on characters. I can't stop playing again and again after ending this game. Is there
any other games like tales of wuxia series ? Please recommend me. Thank you very much !. This game was short but i had some
fun and it really was what I needed to play at the moment. The graphics are good, the mechanics are fun although a bit clumsy.
The story is so short but is so light and thoughtful. Really like the effort put in.. What's worse than playing with toxic and salty
players in CS:GO? Paying $10 a month to play with players that are even more toxic and saltier than ever. As a limited time
offer, the ESEA program will also constantly run in the background and monitor every kinky porn site you've been on. What a
deal!. Another one of those games that only creates an empty directory and that is absolutely it.
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Running Debian Sid. A well designed game that's great for single player, couch co-op, and online play (both co-op and versus).
The simple and intuitive controls make it easy to pickup, while the more advanced tactics of reflecting incoming shots and
shooting around corners allow for higher-level play. My only complaint is that there aren't enough people playing it online, so
it's difficult to find a match.. if any old goosebumps fans out there why i like this game its a point and click adventure game but
with goosebumps monsters and villians it goes more along with the movie with the creatures being in the real world which the
film is not scary which was disappointing just wait until the next movie the game has alot of moments that are creepy like in the
crawl space with the monster blood in the flashing hallways with the gnomes sounds childish but if you read the old 62 books its
more disturbing like...the 8th book in the series...well thats a ♥♥♥♥ing nerdgasim. Beat Hazard 2 is a huge update over the
original. I love these music games that allow me to play a game that is generated based on a selection from my massive MP3
library. Beat Hazard is a arcade like twin stick shooter that I can play in long or short game sessions. The enemies and bosses
arrive in waves and seem to be tied to the highs and lows of the music. I laughed out loud when a boss warped in at just the right
moment within a track. I loved blowing him to bits.
I can report that this game works well with the steam controller. I set the default controls to gamepad and when the game loaded
I was able to hit the A button which set the game to gamepad mode. The game worked very well. I used the stick to move and
just slid my other thumb on the slider on the right hand side of the steam gamepad to fire. It worked very well.
The open mic mode works brilliantly with Amazon music. I don't have the MP3 of Rockwell's song, "Somebody's watching
you." However it's available on Amazon Prime. I swicthed over to open mic. Alt-tabbed out of the game to fire up Amazon
Music and played/paused the amazon music app. Then I went back to the game and pressed play on my media keyboard. The
open mic mode recognized the song and the game played normally. I can't wait to try out the radio mode.
Very fun game. Kudos to the Developer.
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Embark on a journey through a spooky basement to get your bear back and pick up some toys along the way!
Cellar is a neat little puzzler where you have to go further by getting a key and out running the the big bad monster and avoiding
the other hazards on your quest.. Super Speed Boy. Wood Elves are my favorite team in this game, period. So far I have had the
most fun with this team as well as the Chaos Dwarfs in Chaos Edition\u2026 But even as I recomend it I will give some
feedback that is worth considering before you buy them.
Wood Elves is the second fastest team in the game after the Skaven IIRC, it makes your team good at moving the ball for the
optimal pass, handoff and rush towards the end goal. They have one of the best if not THE best level one character in the
Wedancer and their catchers start with a good amount of skills that is well worth their asking price. They are also the only Elven
team that sport a big guy that is also a big guy that is stronger than all other big guys.
So\u2026 there is some negatives here. All chars bar the tree have armor value 7 thus making them injury prone and there will
be times where teams might implode as their high cost and replacing dying or ruined pieces is hard or impossible goal. All the
positions are disgustingly expensive as they are good, so getting new of them is a goal for a season rather than an off hand cash
spend. The tree have a 50% chance to not stand up if he is knocked over making him slow and sometimes unreliable but he soak
damage for the frail Elves and I feel he is worth it long term but he is not NEEDED.
If you want an Elven team that is fast, agile, good at stealing the ball and can move the ball from one end of the pitch and toss it
to other side with EASE then I would recommend these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s as they are the gods
of Elve\u2019s \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. If you want a team that is different to what is offered in the
core experience well these are not it. I would recommend Undead, Necromantic. Lizardmen or the Norse to get teams that stand
out more to the core races to be honest but if you want what these guys give, then they are just plain FUN. Painfull when losing
half the team at times\u2026 but fun!
Also, if you do not play Wood Elves - A prone Wardancer is in need of his head being kicked in, so remember that and make it
happen!. 10 Minutes of total playtime. That stands for a quality game I promise.
Best played alone in a blackout room while you're looking at your own feets thinking about the meaning of life.. No Control
bindings, no graphic settings, abyssimal controls, bad music, crappy sound effects, prime example of a bad game...
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